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As a key component in a modern datacenter, the cloud operating system is responsible for managing the physical and virtual infrastructure,
orchestrating and commanding service provisioning and deployment,
and providing federation capabilities for accessing and deploying virtual resources in remote cloud infrastructures.

D

atacenters have evolved from expensive, rigid,
mainframe-based architectures to agile distributed architectures based on commodity hardware
that developers can dynamically shape, partition,
and adapt to different business processes and variable
service workloads.
Virtualization plays an important role as an enabling
technology for datacenter implementation by abstracting compute, network, and storage service platforms
from the underlying physical hardware.1 Virtualized
infrastructures support server consolidation and ondemand provisioning capabilities, which results in high
server utilization rates and significant cost and energy
savings.
Because secure, efficient, and scalable management of
these virtualized infrastructures is essential to guarantee
optimal datacenter operation, the virtual infrastructure
manager is a key component of the datacenter architecture.
The main role of this component is to deliver infrastructure
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as a service (IaaS), transforming the traditional datacenter
into a cloud-like architecture.2
Future datacenters will look like private IaaS clouds,
supporting the flexible and agile execution of virtualized
services. In this context, the virtual infrastructure manager,
also called the cloud operating system (cloud OS), orchestrates the deployment of virtual resources and manages
the physical and virtual infrastructures to command-andcontrol service provisioning. In addition, management of
the datacenter as a cloud makes it possible to complement
the local infrastructure with remote resources from other
federated datacenters or commercial clouds.
This cloud vision of the datacenter represents not only
a new provisioning model but also a way to simplify and
optimize infrastructure operation because applications
are not tied to a specific physical server and data is not
attached to a single storage device. This provides several
advantages from the infrastructure management perspective, including server consolidation to reduce hardware
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Figure 1. The cloud OS, the main component of an IaaS cloud architecture, is organand isolated multitenant execution
ized in three layers: drivers, core components, and high-level tools.
environment for user services that
abstracts the underlying physical infrastructure
and
offers
different interfaces and APIs for
and power requirements, on-the-fly resizing of the physical
interacting with the cloud. While local users and admininfrastructure, service workload balance among physiistrators can interact with the cloud using local interfaces
cal resources to improve efficiency and utilization, server
and administrative tools that offer rich functionality for
replication to support fault tolerance and high availability
managing, controlling, and monitoring the virtual and
capabilities, and dynamic partitioning of physical infraphysical infrastructure, remote cloud users employ
structure to execute and isolate different services and
public cloud interfaces that usually provide more limited
workloads.
functionality.
Turning this vision into reality requires developing
OpenNebula (http://opennebula.org) is an example of an
an open and flexible cloud architecture reference model
open cloud OS platform focused on datacenter virtualizathat addresses the requirements of business use cases
tion that fits with the architecture proposed in Figure 1.
from IT companies and across multiple industries. This
Other open cloud managers, such as OpenStack (http://
model should also provide some basic features such
openstack.org) and Eucalyptus (www.eucalyptus.com), prias adaptability to manage any hardware and software
marily focus on public cloud features. They are not fully
combination, interoperability and portability to preoriented to the management of virtualized datacenters and
vent vendor lock-in, scalability to support large-scale
do not include an integrated module for managing different
infrastructures, and standardization by leveraging and
federation scenarios.
implementing standards.
An open challenge in cloud computing is cloud federation,3 which involves different architectures4 and levels
Infrastructure and cloud drivers
of coupling among federated cloud instances. The cloud
To provide an abstraction of the underlying infrastrucarchitecture reference model must include support for the
ture technology, the cloud OS can use adapters or drivers
deployment of different federation scenarios so that cloud
to interact with a variety of virtualization technologies.
providers and IT companies can use external resources as
These include hypervisor, network, storage, and informawell as share their internal resources.
tion drivers.
Drivers
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The core cloud OS components, including the virtual machine (VM) manager, network manager, storage manager,
and information manager, rely on these infrastructure
drivers to deploy, manage, and monitor the virtualized
infrastructures. In addition to the infrastructure drivers,
the cloud OS can include different cloud drivers to enable
access to remote providers.

Virtual machine manager
In the same way that a multithreaded OS defines the
thread as the unit of execution and the multithreaded application as the management entity supporting several
communication and synchronization instruments, a cloud
OS defines the VM as the basic execution unit and the
virtualized services (group of VMs for executing a multitier service) as the basic management entity supporting
different communication instruments and their autoconfiguration at boot time. This concept helps create scalable
applications because the user can either add VMs as needed
(horizontal scaling) or resize a VM (if supported by the underlying hypervisor technology) to satisfy a VM workload
increase (vertical scaling). Individual multitier applications
are isolated from each other, but individual VMs in the same
applications are not, as they all can share a communication
network and services when needed.
A VM consists of a set of parameters and attributes,
including the OS kernel, VM image, memory and CPU capacity, network interfaces, and so on. The VM manager
is responsible for managing a VM’s entire life cycle and
performing different VM actions—deploy, migrate, suspend, resume, shut down—according to user commands
or scheduling strategies. To perform these actions, the VM
manager relies on the hypervisor drivers, which expose
the basic functionality of underlying hypervisors1 such as
Xen, KVM, and VMware to avoid limiting the cloud OS to a
specific virtualization technology.
The VM manager is also responsible for preserving the
service-level agreements contracted with the users, which
are usually expressed in terms of VM availability in infrastructure clouds. To guarantee this availability, the VM
manager should include different mechanisms for detecting
VM crashes and automatically restarting the VM in case of
failure.

Network manager
The deployment of services in a cloud involves not
only the provision of VMs but also the instantiation of
communication networks to interconnect the different
service components and to make the service reachable for
external users, if needed. The network manager should
be able to manage private networks to interconnect both
the service’s internal components and public IP address
pools and connect the front-end service components to
the Internet.

The network manager uses the network drivers to
provision virtual networks over the physical network
infrastructure. As different virtual networks can share
a common physical link, the network manager should
provide an automated procedure for MAC and IP address
assignment to avoid address overlap problems. It should
also offer additional mechanisms to guarantee traffic isolation between different virtual networks. Traffic isolation
can be achieved either by filtering the Ethernet traffic in the
device the VM is attached to or by configuring a VLAN (IEEE
802.1Q) each time a new virtual network is instantiated.

Storage manager
The storage manager’s main function is to provide storage services and final-user virtual storage systems as a
commodity. Thus, the storage system must be scalable so
that it can grow dynamically according to service needs;

Image management is an important
challenge in current virtualized
datacenters, since they must handle a
huge amount of VM images belonging
to different users.

highly available and reliable, to avoid data access disruption
in data access in case of failure; high-performance, to support strong demands of data-intensive workloads; and easy
to manage, abstracting users from the underlying physical
storage’s complexity.
To reach these goals, the storage manager relies on the
existing storage drivers, which introduce a layer of abstraction between users or services and physical storage and
enable the creation of a storage resource pool where storage
devices appear as one, allowing data to be moved freely
among devices.

Image manager
Image management is an important challenge in current virtualized datacenters, since they must handle a
huge amount of VM images belonging to different users,
with different operating systems and software configurations. Thus, the cloud OS must have the appropriate tools
to manage these images efficiently and securely, as well
as having additional functionality for administering image
repositories.
A set of attributes defines the VM image, including
the image’s name, a description of its contents, the type
of image—public, private, or shared—the image owner,
and the image’s location within the repository. Basic
image functionality should include tools for creating a
new image in a repository, deleting an image, cloning an
image from an existing one, adding or changing an image
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attribute, sharing an image with other users, publishing
an image for public use, or listing the images available
in the repository.

Information manager
The information manager is responsible for monitoring
and gathering information about the state of VMs, physical servers, and other components of virtual and physical
infrastructures such as network devices and storage systems. This monitoring function is essential to ensure that
all these components are performing optimally.
The information manager uses the information drivers
to collect monitoring information from virtual and physical
resources. At the physical server level, the administrator can install different specialized tools for monitoring
purposes5 such as Nagios (www.nagios.com) and Ganglia

Authorization policies control and
manage user privileges and permissions
to access different cloud resources, such
as VMs, networks, or storage systems.

(http://ganglia.sourceforge.net). In contrast, monitoring at
the VM level relies on the information provided by hypervisors, which can be very limited and might differ from one
hypervisor to another.
Another way to obtain detailed VM-monitoring information is to install monitoring tools in the VM that can interact
with the information manager. However, this solution is
intrusive and requires the VM owner’s consent.
The information manager can provide various predefined sensors, each one responsible for a different
aspect of the system to be monitored such as CPU load,
memory usage, running processes, disk usage, power
consumption, and bandwidth consumption. It is also possible to design custom sensors to use in monitoring new
metrics adapted to the characteristics of the deployed
service or to collect information about various VMs performing a service.

Authentication and authorization
As in any kind of shared environment, clouds must
incorporate mechanisms to authenticate users and administrators and to provide them with access only to
authorized resources.
User authentication verifies and confirms the identity
of users who try to access cloud resources. This function can be implemented using different methods, such
as simple password verification mechanisms via LDAP or
another kind of active directory; trusted authentication
mechanisms based on public keys, X.509 certificates, or
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Kerberos; or Internet-based authentication mechanisms
such as SAML or openID.
Authorization policies control and manage user privileges and permissions to access different cloud resources,
such as VMs, networks, or storage systems. Access control
can be implemented using role-based mechanisms, where
a role defines a group of permissions to perform certain
operations over specific cloud resources and users can
be assigned particular roles. In addition, quota mechanisms can be used to limit the amount of resources—CPU,
memory, network bandwidth, or disk—a specific user can
access.

Accounting and auditing
Accounting’s objective is to obtain and record resource
usage information of deployed services. This function
relies on the information manager to monitor resources
and collect usage information from metric measurements.
Accounting is essential to implementing the mechanisms
that produce billing information.
Auditing provides information about activity in cloud
resources, indicating who accessed cloud resources, when
they gained access, and what operations they performed.
This information is useful to improve cloud security and
protect it from threats such as unauthorized access, abusive use of resources, and other forms of intrusion.

Federation manager
The federation manager enables access to remote
cloud infrastructures, which can be either partner
infrastructures governed by a similar cloud OS entity or
public cloud providers. The federation manager should
provide basic mechanisms for deployment, runtime management, and termination of virtual resources in remote
clouds; remote resource monitoring; user authentication
in remote cloud instances; access control management
and remote resource permission; and tools for image
building on different clouds with different image formats.
The support for other advanced features such as creation
of cross-site networks and virtual storage systems or
cross-site VM migration will depend on the federation
capabilities that remote clouds offer, as well as the level
of coupling and interoperability supported by the different clouds involved.
The federation manager’s design could differ depending on the supported types of federation—for example,
cloud aggregation, bursting, or brokering—and levels of
coupling and interoperability. The cloud OS must implement the federation manager as an internal component
to support federation architectures at the infrastructure
level. However, user-level federation scenarios could be
implemented with a third-party stand-alone service, such
as Aeolus (http://aeolusproject.org), which offers brokering
services to access different cloud providers.

Table 1. Examples of optimization criteria for allocation and reallocation policies.
Optimization criteria

Target

Allocation policy

Reallocation policy

Server consolidation

Reduce the number of servers in
use to minimize energy
consumption.

VMs should be placed using a
minimum number of servers.

VMs can be dynamically reallocated to
reduce the number of servers in use.

Workload balance

Balance the workload of all servers
to avoid server saturation and
performance slowdown.

VMs should be evenly distributed
among the available servers.

A VM can be dynamically reallocated to
balance VM distribution among servers.

CPU balance

Balance the use of CPUs to avoid
server saturation and performance
slowdown.

A new VM should be located in the
server with the highest amount of
available CPUs.

In case of server saturation (CPU
overloading), a VM can be dynamically
reallocated to a less-loaded server.

Thermal balance

Balance the temperature of all
servers to avoid overheating and
reduce cooling requirements.

A new VM should be located in the
server exhibiting the lowest
temperature.

In case of server overheating, a VM can
be dynamically reallocated to a cooler
server.

Scheduler
There are two levels of scheduling within a cloud infrastructure: at the physical host level, managed by the
hypervisor scheduler, which is responsible for deciding
when VMs can obtain system resources—such as physical
CPU or memory—and which physical CPUs are assigned to
each VM; and at the cloud level, managed by the cloud OS
scheduler, which is responsible for deciding the particular
physical server where each VM is deployed.
The cloud OS scheduler’s main function is to decide the
initial placement of each VM following specific criteria.
In a federated environment, the scheduler could decide
to deploy the VM in a remote cloud when insufficient resources are available in the local infrastructure. In addition,
the scheduler could also provide dynamic optimization capabilities, enabling the dynamic reallocation (migration) of
VMs from one physical resource to another to meet specific
optimization criteria.
Table 1 lists different scheduling policies, based on varying optimization criteria, to guide both initial placement
and dynamic reallocation actions. In addition, the user
can also specify the constraints that can restrict scheduler decisions such as, for example, hardware (amount of
CPU, memory, and so on), platform (type of hypervisor,
OS, and so on), affinity (two or more VMs that need to be
deployed in the same physical server or the same physical
cluster), location (geographical restrictions), or service-level
agreement constraints (guaranteed CPU capacity or high
operational reliability), among others.
The cloud OS invokes the scheduler every time a new
VM is waiting to be deployed as well as periodically to
optimize the entire virtual infrastructure, reallocating VMs
if necessary to meet the established optimization criteria.
The scheduler interacts with the VM manager to deploy or
reallocate the VM in the selected server or with the federation manager to deploy VMs in remote clouds.

Administrative tools
The cloud OS must provide different tools and interfaces (command-line or GUI) for users and administrators to
perform various tasks. For example, for privileged administration, the system should include both user administration
tools (to create, modify, or delete users and manage user
authorization and access control policies) and physical
infrastructure management tools (to boot or shut down
physical servers, monitor physical infrastructure, and so
on). In addition, unprivileged users should also be provided
with tools to manage their own infrastructure—for example, VM management tools (to deploy, shut down, suspend,
restore, or monitor a VM), virtual network management
tools (to create or delete virtual networks), virtual storage
management tools (to create, delete, or attach a virtual
disk), and image management tools (to create, clone, or
delete images).

Service manager
The cloud OS should be able to manage and support virtualized multitier services. A multitier service can comprise
several component/tiers with some intrinsic dependencies
among them. These services can be deployed as a group of
interconnected VMs in the cloud with specific deployment
dependencies and, optionally, some location, affinity, and
elasticity requirements. In addition, multitier service deployment can involve some communication and storage
elements such as virtual networks and virtual disks.
The service manager’s admission control function entails
deciding whether to accept or reject a service, depending
on the service requirements and resource availability in
the cloud. Once it accepts a service, the service manager is
responsible for managing its life cycle, which can involve
several actions, including deploying, suspending, resuming, or canceling the service. To deploy a new service, the
service manager interacts with the scheduler to decide
the best placement for the various VMs that comprise the
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service, according to the selected optimization criteria and
service constraints.
Another service manager function is the management of
service elasticity. Elastic services can experience fluctuating workloads, and the service manager should adapt the
capacity to this variable demand. The service manager can
incorporate different mechanisms for service autoscaling
based on elasticity rules, which trigger the deployment of
new instances (horizontal scaling) or by resizing existing
instances (vertical scaling) when user-specified service
metrics exceed certain thresholds.
Independent of the service manager, users are always
allowed to employ the interfaces provided by the administrative tools or the cloud interface to deploy, resize, migrate,
or shut down their individual VMs.

Cloud interfaces
Cloud OS functionality can be exposed to consumers
using some well-known public cloud interfaces. In the current cloud ecosystem, most cloud products and providers

Cloud developers and researchers have
proposed or implemented numerous
federation architectures, including cloud
bursting, brokering, and aggregation.

offer their own APIs, such as Amazon EC2 or VMware’s
vCloud. Although some of these APIs are becoming de facto
standards, this heterogeneity makes it difficult to achieve
interoperability and portability across clouds.
Standards specifications and cloud adapters are the
two main high-level approaches for interoperability.
Open source projects such as Apache Deltacloud (http://
deltacloud.apache.org) or Libcloud (http://libcloud.apache.
org) offer adapters for a range of clouds. Additionally, several standards bodies are addressing interoperability and
portability issues surrounding cloud infrastructures.6 Open
standards such as OGF OCCI (http://occi-wg.org), DMTF CIMI
and OVF (http://dmtf.org/standards/cloud), and SNIA CDMI
(www.snia.org/cdmi) are gaining increasing attention from
cloud providers and consumers.

Cloud federation
Cloud federation,3,7 which enables cloud providers and
IT companies to collaborate and share their resources,
is associated with many portability and interoperability
issues.8 Cloud developers and researchers have proposed or
implemented numerous federation architectures, including
cloud bursting, brokering, and aggregation.4 These architectures can be classified according to the level of coupling or
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interoperation among the cloud instances involved, ranging from loosely coupled (with no or little interoperability
among cloud instances) to tightly coupled (with full interoperability among cloud instances).

Coupling levels
In a federated scenario, cloud providers can exhibit
different degrees of coupling pertaining to the level of cooperation among cloud instances, to the level of control and
monitoring allowed over remote resources, to the possibility of deploying cross-site networks or even of migrating
VMs between cloud instances.
Loosely coupled federation. This scenario is formed
by independent cloud instances—for example, a private
cloud complementing its infrastructure with resources
from an external commercial cloud—with limited interoperation between them. Usually, a cloud instance has
little or no control over remote resources (for example,
decisions about VM placement are not allowed), monitoring information is limited (for example, only CPU,
memory, or disk consumption of each VM is reported),
and there is no support for advanced features such as
cross-site networks or VM migration.
Partially coupled federation. This scenario typically
consists of various partner clouds that establish a contract
or framework agreement stating the terms and conditions
under which one partner cloud can use resources from
another. This contract can enable a certain level of control
over remote resources (for example, allowing the definition of affinity rules to force two or more remote VMs to
be placed in the same physical cluster); can agree to the
interchange of more detailed monitoring information (for
example, providing information about the host where the
VM is located, energy consumption, and so on); and can
enable some advanced networking features among partner clouds (for example, the creation of virtual networks
across site boundaries).
Tightly coupled federation. This scenario usually
includes clouds belonging to the same organization and
is normally governed by the same cloud OS type. In this
scenario, a cloud instance can have advanced control
over remote resources—for example, allowing decisions
about the exact placement of a remote VM—and can
access all the monitoring information available about
remote resources. In addition, it can allow other advanced
features, including the creation of cross-site networks,
cross-site migration of VMs, implementation of highavailability techniques among remote cloud instances,
and creation of virtual storage systems across site
boundaries.

Federation architectures
In practice, various federation architectures implement
these coupling scenarios. Although there is no general
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Figure 2. Cloud federation architectures: (a) bursting (hybrid), (b) broker, (c) aggregated, and (d) multitier.

agreement on the classification of these architectures,
Figure 2 shows the four main types of federation architectures: bursting (hybrid), broker, aggregation, and multitier.
While the loosely coupled hybrid and broker architectures
have been widely studied and implemented, there is still
much work to be done regarding the development and implementation of more coupled architectures, especially in
the case of multitier architectures.
Bursting (hybrid) architecture. As Figure 2a shows, the
cloud bursting or hybrid architecture combines the existing on-premise infrastructure (usually a private cloud)
with remote resources from one or more public clouds
to provide extra capacity to satisfy peak demand periods.
Because the local cloud OS has no advanced control over
the virtual resources deployed in external clouds beyond
the basic operations the providers allow, this architecture
is loosely coupled. Most existing open cloud managers
support the hybrid cloud architecture, which has been
explored in various research efforts 9,10 and is used in
infrastructures such as StratusLab (http://stratuslab.eu).
Broker architecture. The central component of this
architecture, shown in Figure 2b, is a broker that serves
various users and has access to several public cloud
infrastructures. A simple broker should be able to
deploy virtual resources in the cloud as selected by the
user. An advanced broker offering service management

capabilities could make scheduling decisions based on
optimization criteria such as cost, performance, or energy
consumption to automatically deploy virtual user services
in the most suitable cloud, or it could even distribute the
service components across multiple clouds. This architecture is also loosely coupled since public clouds typically
do not allow advanced control over the deployed virtual
resources.
Brokering is the most common federation scenario,
with many commercial and open source brokering services operating in the cloud market. In addition to research
projects,11 experimental multisite cloud infrastructures
based on the broker architecture include BonFIRE (www.
bonfire-project.eu), Open Cirrus,12 and FutureGrid (http://
futuregrid.org).
Aggregated architecture. As Figure 2c shows, cloud
aggregation consists of two or more partner clouds that
interoperate to aggregate their resources and provide
users with a larger virtual infrastructure. This architecture is usually partially coupled, since partners could
be provided with some kind of advanced control over
remote resources, depending on the terms and conditions
of contracts with other partners. These partner clouds
usually have a higher coupling level when they belong to
the same corporation than when they are owned by different companies that agree to cooperate and aggregate
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their resources. The Reservoir federated infrastructure is
an example of an aggregated cloud architecture.3
Multitier architecture. The multitier architecture,
shown in Figure 2d, consists of two or more cloud sites,
each running its own cloud OS and usually belonging to
the same corporation, that are managed by a third cloud
OS instance following a hierarchical arrangement. This
upper cloud OS instance has full control over resources
in different cloud sites—a tightly coupled scenario—and
it exposes the resources available in the different cloud
sites as if they were located in a single cloud. This architecture is beneficial for corporations with geographically
distributed cloud infrastructures because it provides uniform access. It is also useful for implementing advanced
management features such as high availability, load balancing, and fault tolerance.

V

irtualization and cloud computing technologies are
gaining increasing acceptance from IT companies
and institutions for use in the deployment of efficient, flexible, and scalable datacenters. The definition of
an architecture reference model for IaaS clouds is essential
for the widespread adoption of these technologies. The
core component of this architecture—the cloud OS—is
responsible for managing and monitoring the physical
and virtual infrastructures, providing abstraction of the
underlying infrastructure, and offering different tools
and advanced functionality for cloud users. In addition,
the cloud OS must offer federation capabilities to allow IT
companies to scale out their local datacenters with external resources or to share and aggregate resources with
partner infrastructures to increase computing capacity
and reduce costs.
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